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Dance
The third and fourth classes have had
dance classes with a dance teacher for six
weeks before Hallowe’en. They performed
a dance and then they created their own
little routines to the music! They then
showed other classes in the school their
finished routines.
Great fun was had by all!
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The recent draw at Hallowe’en was a tremendous success.
With all students collecting for the school, we raised nearly
2,000 euro! A fantastic amount!
The amount raised will all go towards literacy, the benefits
of which will be seen for years to come! So thank you to
everyone who contributed in any way!
A draw was had on Friday, 23rd October for the prizes of
the Hallowe’en raffle. Stephen from 4th Class won our
Hallowe’en decoration, Oliver Dunne and Lauren Corkery
both won hampers, Lily Hayden won an Eddie Rockets
Voucher and Susan Savage won one hundred euro.

Cumann na mBunscol Success
The boys and girls have participated gamely in the recent Cumann na mBunscol
championships. The girls, lead by captains Emma and Holly, did very well to travel
down to Oldcastle and beat them and to also overcome a tough Kentstown team in
Kentstown. They played some great football all year and can be very proud of their
efforts
The boys had two great victories over Oldcastle
and Longwood. They then lost to Lismullen in a
tight game before drawing with Kentstown in a
pulsating game. In a very tight encounter, they
then lost to Kilbride in Clonee thus losing out on
the semi final. They played some great football all
year and were very unlucky not to come through
an extremely competitive group.
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Well done to our winners and thanks again to all who contributed to our raffle!!
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